
BREAK THE CURSE/SPELL 

 

In the name of my Mighty I AM Presence and Holy Christ Self, I call to beloved Astrea 

and Purity, Mother Mary, the Great Divine Director, Archangel Michael and Faith, El Morya 

and the Seven Chohans of the Rays, to beloved Mighty Cosmos, the Five Dhyani Buddhas, the 

twenty-one manifestations of Tara, Padma Sambhava, beloved Lanello, and the entire Spirit of 

the Great White Brotherhood and the world Mother, elemental life, fire, air, water and earth: 

I call for the divine intercession and the breaking of the curse of old oaths and vows that 

I may have made in past ages that have tied me into the consciousness of the fallen angels and 

the left-handed path. I demand the arresting of the spiral of all ties—conscious and 

unconscious—to all fallen priests, rabbis, nuns, spiritual leaders and purported healers, 

voodoo priestesses and black magicians to whom I have given my light and allegiance over the 

centuries. I demand the release from all such ties which have given them entrée into my 

psyche to place curses, spells, or hexes upon me, thereby locking me into their negative 

thoughtforms and patterns of thinking, controlling my energies and actions and enslaving my 

soul. Free me from all patterns of obeisance to false gods, idolatry, imposition of belief 

systems upon me in the name of spirituality and given away of my own God power.  Bind, 

consume and transmute the cause and core of any and all of these records and ancient ties 

once and for all. 

I invoke the power of mighty Astrea and Purity’s cosmic circle and sword of blue flame 

to encircle these grids and patterns of darkness, duplicity, deceit, deception, psychic 

projections, emotional riptides, aggressive mental suggestion and control; verbal curses, aura 

invasions, energy merging; disrespect and disallowing of my free will; malicious, ignorant, 

sympathetic, and delicious animal magnetism; and all forms of discordant or negative 

manifestations in my thought and feeling world.  I ask for the removal of the false imposters, 

Kas, not-selves, or dwellers-on-the-threshold of anyone now attached to my energy field or 

seeking to enter therein. Remove all energy grids and matrices cast on my house and energy 

forcefield.  I ask you to fully and finally break the curses that the fallen ones have placed upon 

me—cause, effect, record and memory back to my first embodiment in matter—and fill my life 

and home with only the illumined light of God. 

Cut my soul free, right now today, to fulfill her dharma and divine destiny without any 

further interference and to serve only my Holy Christ Self. I ask this according to God’s holy 

will. Amen 


